DO YOU LIKE EVERY SINGLE PERSON YOU HAVE EVER MET?

If you answered “no,” understanding the mind of a dog-selective dog should be easy! As you bring your dog into the world, you might notice they perk up when they see that calm, cool, and collected beagle next door, but become a little anxious when the neighbor’s very hyper lab is near. Just as we choose our friends, we need to help our dog-selective dogs the same way. These dogs prefer to walk around trails rather than go to dog parks. A dog park implies they want to hang out with every energy of dog, when in reality they prefer a much calmer friend. With slow and CAREFUL introductions, you will start to learn whom your dog wants to befriend.

LISTEN TO YOUR DOG AND WATCH THEIR BODY LANGUAGE. WE DO NOT WANT TO FORCE THEM TO BE FRIENDS WITH AN ANIMAL IF THEY DO NOT WANT TO BE.

Infographics: www.doggiedrawings.net/